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The insertion domain 1 (ID1) of class IIA dimeric glycyl-tRNA synthetase (a2GRS) is an appended domain
in the core catalytic region of the enzyme. ID1 has been shown to play a role in tRNA aminoacylation,
mediating interaction with the acceptor arm of tRNA and diadenosine tetraphosphate (Ap4A) synthesis.
Mutations in a2GRS, including those in the ID1 region, have been implicated in distal hereditary motor
neuropathy-V (dHMN-V) and Charcot–Marie–Tooth (CMT) disease. Through sequence and structure
based evolutionary analysis, we show that ID1 of a2GRS is a rubredoxin-like zinc ribbon domain. The
zinc-chelating cysteines of ID1 are well conserved in all archaeal versions of the enzyme and also in sev-
eral eukaryotes, which most likely have acquired them via horizontal gene transfer from bacteria; but in
all other eukaryotes, the zinc-chelating residues are not preserved. ID1 from bacteria display a selective
preservation of zinc-binding residues, ranging from complete conservation to complete loss. The ID1
from different organisms harbor variable-sized non-conserved insertions between the two zinc-binding
half-sites of the zinc ribbon. Three of the previously identified CMT-associated mutations in a2GRS, viz.,
human D146N, mouse C157R and human S211F, are located in the zinc ribbon region of ID1. Interesting-
ly, human Asp146 which is implicated in the synthesis of Ap4A, a molecule known to act during neuronal
transmission, has also been reported to be mutated in dHMN-V, suggesting a possible link between
hereditary motor neuropathy and Ap4A synthesis.

� 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) are enzymes that help in
the translation of genetic information (Söll and Schimmel, 1974).
Glycyl-tRNA synthetase (GRS) is an interesting enzyme in that
two phylogenetically and structurally different forms are known
(O’Donoghue and Luthey-Schulten, 2003; Shiba, 2005; Woese
et al., 2000). A tetrameric form ((ab)2) of GRS is exclusively found
in bacteria and a dimeric (a2) form is present in eukaryotes,
archaea and some bacteria (Fig. 1A) (O’Donoghue and
Luthey-Schulten, 2003; Woese et al., 2000). The (ab)2GRS is related
to the class IIC aaRSs (Phe and (ab)2GRS) and the a2GRS belongs to
class IIA (Ser, Pro, Thr, His and a2GRS) (O’Donoghue and
Luthey-Schulten, 2003). In the (ab)2GRS, the a-subunit harbors
the catalytic domain and the b-subunit is the anticodon-binding
domain, whereas a2GRS displays a modular arrangement with
both the catalytic and anticodon-binding domains present in a
single polypeptide chain (Cader et al., 2007; Logan et al., 1995;
Mazauric et al., 1998; O’Donoghue and Luthey-Schulten, 2003)
(Fig. 1A).

The catalytic domain of a2GRS has a typical class II aaRS fold
(SCOP identifier 55680) made up of a seven-stranded antiparallel
b-sheet (Logan et al., 1995) (Fig. 1B). Three consensus sequence

motifs define class II aaRSs; wherein motif 1 (G/xx/xxP//) medi-

ates dimerization while motif 2 (FRxE-loop-(H/R)xxxFxxx(D/E))

and motif 3 (G/G/G/(D/E)R////) (where x is any aminoacid, /
is a hydrophobic aminoacid, underlined residues are absolutely
conserved) contribute crucial active site residues (Cusack, 1995;
Eriani et al., 1990) (Fig. 1A). Motif 2 and motif 3 are preserved in
a2GRS, but motif 1 is atypical, in that the invariant proline residue
can be substituted by other aminoacids (Logan et al., 1995;
Mazauric et al., 1998). The structure of the anticodon binding
domain consists of a mixed b-sheet flanked by a-helices (SCOP fold
identifier 52953) (Cader et al., 2007; Logan et al., 1995). In some
a2GRS, N- and C-terminal extensions and additional appended
domains are also observed (Logan et al., 1995; Mazauric et al.,
1998; Shiba, 2005).

Insertion domain 1 (ID1) is an �85 residue domain in the struc-
turally characterized a2GRS (residues 144–228 in human, PDB
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Fig.1. Domain organization of a2GRS. (A) The domain architectures of representative members of the class IIA GRS are shown. Catalytic domain is colored green and various
inserted domains and motifs are indicated. Sixteen known mutations in GRS which lead to CMT and related neuropathies are marked on the human a2GRS. The mutations
that have been identified in humans are labeled black and those identified in mouse are labeled red. (B) Ribbon diagram of human a2GRS with Ap4A bound at the active site
(PDB identifier 2ZT5). (C) Ribbon diagram of human a2GRS with tRNA, ANP and glycine bound at the active site (PDB identifier 4KR3). Insets reveal a detailed view of the
active site pockets and interactions of various residues with the bound moieties. Ap4A and ANP are colored in magenta and glycine at the active site is colored red and shown
as spheres and sticks in the full structure and in the inset, respectively. The side chains of various interacting residues are shown as sticks. ANP, Ap4A, tRNA and Gly at the
active site and various key residues are labeled. The coloring scheme of the various regions of GRS structures in (B, C) follows that used in (A). Abbreviations: ID (insertion
domain), ACBD (anticodon binding domain), ANP (phosphoaminophosphonic acid-adenylate ester), H. sapiens (Homo sapiens), M. jannaschii (Methanococcus jannaschii),
T. thermophilus (Thermus thermophilus).
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identifier 2ZT5_A; residues 83–169 in Thermus thermophilus, PDB
identifier 1ATI_A), inserted in the catalytic domain in between
motifs 1 and 2 (Logan et al., 1995; Wu et al., 2013) (Fig. 1B). ID1
is exclusively present in all a2GRS and is absent from class IIC
GRS and other aaRSs (Mazauric et al., 1998). ID1 is also absent in
PolcB, an accessory subunit of animal mitochondrial DNA poly-
merase c, which shows extensive sequence and structural similar-
ity to a2GRS (Carrodeguas et al., 2001; Wolf and Koonin, 2001). ID1
is of particular interest as it has been implicated in various
functions performed by a2GRS, viz., aminoacylation of tRNA, inter-
action with the acceptor arm of tRNA and interactions with the
second ATP molecule during diadenosine tetraphosphate (Ap4A)
synthesis (Guo et al., 2009; Logan et al., 1995; Mazauric et al.,
1998; Qin et al., 2014) (Fig. 1B and C). Ap4A is a diadenosine
oligophosphate (ApnA) whose synthesis is catalyzed by aaRSs in
addition to their primary role of aminoacylating tRNA (Guo et al.,
2010; Park et al., 2005). Ap4A has previously been identified as a
signaling molecule and its role as a neurotransmitter/neuro-
modulator is also well established (Kisselev et al., 1998; Miras-
Portugal et al., 1998). Deletion of ID1 from human a2GRS has been
shown to result in almost complete loss of aminoacylation activity
of the enzyme (Qin et al., 2014). Further, sixteen mutations in
a2GRS including three in the ID1 region have been implicated in
Charcot–Marie–Tooth subtype 2D (CMT-2D) and distal hereditary
motor neuropathy-V (dHMN-V) (Achilli et al., 2009; Griffin et al.,
2014; Lee et al., 2012; Motley et al., 2010; Yao and Fox, 2013).

The ID1 region in the initially characterized structures of a2GRS
from T. thermophilus (PDB identifiers 1ATI, 1B76, 1GGM) was most-
ly disordered (Arnez et al., 1999; Logan et al., 1995). This disorder
in structure is now suggested to be a consequence of the conforma-
tional flexibility exhibited by this domain, which facilitates Ap4A
synthesis and binding to the acceptor arm of tRNA (Guo et al.,
2009; Qin et al., 2014). Current protein sequence and structure
classification schemes such as Conserved Domain Database (CDD)
(Marchler-Bauer et al., 2011), Pfam (Punta et al., 2012), SCOP
(Murzin et al., 1995) and CATH (Sillitoe et al., 2013), co-classify
ID1 along with the core catalytic domain of a2GRS. Since ID1 is
not a part of the conserved catalytic core of class II aaRS but
none-the-less appears to play important functional roles, we were
interested in understanding the evolutionary origin of this domain.
Using sequence and structure similarity, we show that the ID1 of
a2GRS is a rubredoxin-like zinc ribbon domain in which the
metal-chelating aminoacids are not absolutely conserved in all
a2GRS family members.
2. Methods

2.1. Sequence similarity searches

The NCBI non-redundant (NR) protein sequence database (NR;
Nov 17, 2014; 52,724,511 sequences; 18,962,362,785 total letters)
was searched using the PSI-BLAST program (Altschul et al., 1997)
to retrieve sequences similar to ID1 domain of a2GRS (PDB identi-
fier 2ZT5_A; residues 144-228). An E-value threshold of 0.001 was
used to run iterative PSI-BLAST searches until convergence was
reached. Homologous protein sequences obtained from this step
were used to initiate new PSI-BLAST searches to obtain additional
a2GRS sequences.

Additional sequence similarity searches initiated with the ID1
region of human a2GRS (PDB identifier 2ZT5_A; residues 144-
228) were performed using JackHMMER program of the HMMER3
package (Finn et al., 2011) (against: NR version 2014-03-08; E-val-
ue threshold of 0.01), FFAS server (Jaroszewski et al., 2005) (against
PDB, Pfam and SCOP databases) and the HHpred server (Soding
et al., 2005) (against: PDB70_29May14 and PfamA_27.0, using
MSA generation method HHblits run for 5 iterations, E-value
threshold of 0.001).

2.2. Multiple sequence alignment

Sequences similar to human ID1 retrieved in the JackHMMER
search were analyzed manually. Owing to large-sized insertions
in the non-conserved regions of ID1 automated JackHMMER search
was not able to align equivalent regions in ID1s from several
homologous a2GRS. Thus for these proteins, regions equivalent to
human ID1 (residues 144–228 in PDB identifier 2ZT5) were
manually delineated using the conserved motifs of a2GRS as a
guide. The manually refined dataset of ID1 sequences were used
to create multiple sequence alignment (MSA) using the ClustalW
program (Larkin et al., 2007) within the BioEdit software package
(version 7.2.2) (Hall, 1999) with default parameters. Misaligned
regions in the ClustalW-generated MSA were adjusted manually.

2.3. Conserved domain search

Cd-hit tool (Li and Godzik, 2006) was used to perform a
sequence-based clustering of the ID1 sequences. Clustering was
performed at a cut-off of 80% sequence identity with a word size
of 5 and other default parameters. Conserved domain (CD) search
of representative ID1 sequences obtained after cd-hit clustering
was performed against the CDD with a cut-off E-value of 0.01
(Marchler-Bauer et al., 2011) to infer evolutionary connections of
ID1 with other CDs.

2.4. Structure based methods

Dali, TM-align and Fr-TM-align tools were used to evaluate
structural similarity of ID1 with other proteins (Holm and
Sander, 1995; Zhang and Skolnick, 2005; Pandit and Skolnick,
2008). Fifteen structures of full length a2GRS from human and T.
thermophilus were available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) as of
30 May 2014. The structures of human a2GRS with structurally
ordered ID1 (PDB identifier 2ZT5_A, 2PMF_A) were used as queries
for automated structure similarity searches. The structures were
visually compared and manually superimposed with other zinc
ribbon domains by defining the equivalent regions using the pair
fitting command of the molecular visualization program PyMOL.

2.5. Delineating domain architectures

DOG (Domain Graph, version 1.0) software (Ren et al., 2009)
was used to build the domain architectures of GRSs (Fig. 1).
Domain boundaries and functionally important sites were
obtained from available literature and similarity of the CDs to Pfam
families. Sequences of a2GRS from Homo sapiens (PDB identifier
2ZT5_A), Methanococcus jannaschii (UniProt ID: Q57681) and T.
thermophilus (UniProt ID: P56206) were used for building the
domain architectures.

3. Results and discussion

The secondary structure of ID1 (PDB identifier 2ZT5_A), consists
of an N-terminal b-hairpin, followed by a three-helical bundle, a
small knuckle and a C-terminal b-strand. The N-terminal b-hairpin
and the C-terminal b-strand form an antiparallel b-sheet which
connects to the catalytic core of the GRS. Although there are no
zinc-chelating aminoacids in the structurally characterized ID1s,
the overall shape of the zinc knuckles is preserved (Fig. 2A). The
first zinc-chelating half-site (residues: 151–155, PDB identifier
2ZT5_A) is present at the turn of the N-terminal b-hairpin and



Fig.2. Structure and sequence comparison of ID1 and other zinc ribbon domains. (A) ID1 from human a2GRS (PDB identifier 2ZT5_A). (B) A classical zinc ribbon domain (PDB
identifier 1TFI_A). (C) A circularly permuted rubredoxin-like zinc ribbon domain (PDB identifier 3IRB_A). In these figures, the N-terminal b-hairpin of the classical zinc ribbon
is colored purple, the C-terminal b-hairpin is colored yellow, the additional b-strand that forms three-stranded b-sheet with the N-terminal b-hairpin is colored grey and the
zinc knuckles are colored red. The secondary structure elements that are not a part of the core of the zinc ribbon domain are colored white. Equivalent secondary structure
elements in (A, B, C) are colored alike. Zinc ion is shown as an orange sphere and side chains of zinc-chelating aminoacids and equivalent residues in ID1 are represented in
stick form. (D) Stereo diagram of manually superimposed circularly permuted rubedoxin-like zinc ribbon domain (PDB identifier 3IRB_A, colored red), ID1 of GRS (PDB
identifier 2ZT5_A, colored blue) and classical zinc ribbon domain of TFIIS (PDB identifier 1TFI_A, colored sand). The zinc ions are shown as spheres and the side chains of zinc-
chelating ligands and equivalent residues in ID1 are shown as lines in the respective colors of the proteins. (E) Structure based sequence alignment of the aforementioned
proteins. Secondary structure diagram is shown above the alignment. PDB identifiers and start and end aminoacid numbers are indicated. The zinc-binding residues have
been highlighted black and other aminoacids at equivalent position are highlighted red. Regions where the structures are not superimposable are shown in italics. Regions of
circular permutation (in PDB identifier 1TFI) are separated by a small blue rectangular box and sequence numbers of the regions around the circular permutation are
indicated in red. Small amino acids (Gly, Pro) in the vicinity of the zinc-binding ligands are colored in red. Uncharged residues (all aminoacids except Asp, Glu, Lys and Arg) in
mostly hydrophobic sites are highlighted in yellow. Long insertions are not shown and the number of omitted residues is specified in brackets.
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the second half-site (residues: 211–215, PDB identifier 2ZT5_A) is
present as a small knuckle between the helical bundle and
C-terminal b-strand. The structure of ID1 resembles a zinc ribbon
domain with an inserted helical bundle.

Zinc ribbons are one of several zinc-stabilized protein folds and
consist of an all-b tertiary structure (Krishna et al., 2003).
Characteristic zinc knuckle motifs (CPxCG) present at the turns of
the b-hairpins chelate a structure-stabilizing zinc ion (Fig. 2B and
C) (Krishna et al., 2003). Zinc ribbon domains are found in a large
number of proteins that are involved in diverse cellular processes
and predominantly function to mediate interactions with nucleic
acids and proteins (Krishna et al., 2003; Krishna et al., 2010).
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Dali structure similarity search initiated with the core zinc
ribbon region of ID1 (i.e. with the metal-chelating regions only;
residues: 144–159 and 207–228, PDB identifier 2ZT5_A), is able
to find matches to many other zinc ribbons domains from proteins,
such as the DUF35 family protein (PDB identifier 3IRB_B, Z-
score = 3.0, RMSD = 1.8 Å, nali = 35), methionyl-tRNA synthetase
(PDB identifier 3KFL_A, Z-score = 2.9, RMSD = 2.4 Å, nali = 35),
endoribonuclease Nob1 (PDB identifier 2LCQ_A, Z-score = 2.3,
RMSD = 2.3 Å, nali = 33) and adenylate kinase (PDB identifier
3NDP_B, Z-score = 2.2, RMSD = 2.6 Å, nali = 31) (Holm and Sander,
1995; Krishna et al., 2003; Krishna et al., 2010; Veith et al.,
2012). The helical insertion in between the two halves of the zinc
ribbon of ID1 was not included while searching for structural simi-
lar proteins as it retrieves a large number of spurious matches to
unrelated helical regions from different proteins. Comparable
structural similarity results were obtained by using TM-align and
Fr-TM-align algorithms (Zhang and Skolnick, 2005; Pandit and
Skolnick, 2008) to superimpose ID1 (residues: 144–228 of PDB
identifier 2ZT5_A) on the zinc ribbon domain matches obtained
from Dali. Most of these structures could be superimposed with
a TM-align score of more than 0.5 suggesting a fold level similarity
between ID1 and bonafide zinc ribbon domains.

The zinc ribbon of ID1 represents a rubredoxin-like circularly
permuted form of the classical zinc ribbon domain present in many
DNA binding transcription factors such as TFIIS, TFIIB and eIF2b
(Fig. 2B and C) (Krishna et al., 2003). Circularly permuted zinc rib-
bons, typified by the rubredoxins, are present in a number of
enzymes including Class I aaRSs such as Val, Met, Ile and Leu aaRSs
(Krishna et al., 2003). In all these aaRSs the zinc ribbon domain,
similar to ID1, is inserted in the catalytic core and plays important
roles in activation of aminoacids and charging of tRNA (Ibba et al.,
2005; Krishna et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2008). Considering a circular
permutation allows for proper superimposition of all the struc-
turally and functionally equivalent secondary structure elements
of the zinc ribbon fold, namely a b-hairpin on one side and a three-
stranded b-sheet on the other (Krishna et al., 2003). Since automat-
ed structure alignment programs do not always consider circular
permutations, thus, often satisfactory structural alignments can
only be obtained by manually defining equivalent regions for
structure superimposition. For example, we could manually super-
impose the rubredoxin-like zinc ribbon of ID1 (PDB identifier
2ZT5_A) and that of DUF35 protein (PDB identifier 3IRB_A) with
an RMSD = 1.6 Å over 30 backbone Ca atoms (Fig. 2D). This super-
imposition is comparable to that obtained by automated methods.
However, the rubredoxin-like permuted zinc ribbon of ID1 (PDB
identifier 2ZT5_A) and classical zinc ribbon domain from TFIIS
(PDB identifier 1TFI_A) could not be superimposed by using auto-
mated pairwise Dali tool and were misaligned using TM-align.
These structures could only be aligned manually upon assuming
a circular permutation with an RSMD = 1.5 Å over 23 pairs of back-
bone Ca atoms.

Sequence similarity based assessment likewise suggests a zinc
ribbon origin for ID1. Sequence similarity searches were carried
out to detect remote homologs of a2GRS ID1 (PDB identifier
2ZT5_A) (see Section 2 for details). A structure-guided MSA of rep-
resentative homologs shows that, despite the fact that ID1 of struc-
turally characterized a2GRS lacks metal-chelating aminoacids, two
pairs of cysteine residues are present in many homologous pro-
teins that map onto the zinc knuckles and would likely help bind
a divalent metal ion (Fig. 3). The MSA reveals large variations in
the length of ID1 in different organisms, ranging from 39 to 165
aminoacids. The most conserved regions, however, encompass
only the core zinc ribbon domain. The N-terminal b-hairpin of
the zinc ribbon contains a highly conserved Asp and Arg residue
(Asp146, Arg159 in human a2GRS) that have been implicated in
binding the phosphate group adjacent to the second adenosine in
Ap4A (labeled * symbol in Fig. 3) (Guo et al., 2009). Besides these,
conserved aromatic residues are present at four positions in the
ID1 zinc ribbon domain, two on the N-terminal b-hairpin and
two on the C-terminal strand (highlighted cyan in Fig. 3).

We examined the pattern of the loss of metal-chelating residues
in ID1 by mapping the number of metal-chelating residues present
in various species that have been used in the phylogenetic trees of
a2GRS by Woese et al. (2000) and Wu et al. (2013). Our analysis
reveals that zinc chelating residues are mostly preserved in all
archaea and lost in a majority of eukaryotes. The bacterial clade
displays a selective distribution with respect to the preservation
of metal-chelating residues across different lineages ranging from
complete conservation to complete loss of zinc-chelating residues.
Further, we analyzed all the ID1s from a2GRS proteins (3653
unique sequences) that were obtained in the JackHMMER search.
Six sequences annotated as synthetic constructs and from uncul-
tured organisms without any taxonomic classification were not
considered in the analysis. The average length of ID1 is 66 residues
in archaea (shortest: 62, longest: 73, total number of sequences:
293), 95 residues in eukaryotes (shortest: 62, longest: 165, total
number of sequences: 719) and 74 residues in bacteria (shortest:
39, longest: 142, total number of sequences: 2635). In some
Nanoarchaea (gi_41615203, gi_490715429) and Crenarchaea
(gi_519044377) partial degradation of the zinc-chelation site is
observed as ID1 from these organisms have only three zinc-
chelating cysteines, although Asp and His residues in the vicinity
of the zinc-binding site could potentially help chelate a divalent
metal-ion.

Although most of the eukaryotic a2GRS have lost all zinc-
chelating cysteines, some like Acanthamoeba castellanii (gi_
470397308) and Rhizopus delemar (gi_ 384499000) exhibit partial
conservation of the zinc-chelating residues and have two and one
zinc-chelating cysteines, respectively. It was also observed that
many eukaryotes possess more than one copy of a2GRS, as suggest-
ed previously (Shiba, 2005). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a duplica-
tion event has been suggested to have resulted in the formation of
two copies of a2GRS (Wu et al., 2013). This proposition is support-
ed by the BLAST sequence similarity search, in which searches ini-
tiated with either GRS1 or GRS2 from S. cerevisiae are able to find
each other among top matches that were retrieved. However, gene
duplication is unlikely to be the sole reason for the presence of
multiple copies of a2GRS in all cases. For example, many members
of the Stramenopiles lineage have more than one a2GRS-like pro-
tein with none to all four zinc-binding cysteines in their ID1s.
Based on BLAST sequence similarity search and phylogenetic ana-
lysis (Supplementary methods and Supplementary Fig. 1), the copy
of a2GRS with all four zinc-chelating cysteines in ID1of Stra-
menopiles species, such as Saprolegnia diclina VS20, Aphanomyces
invadans and Phytophthora infestans T30-4 (gi|574470727,
gi|301109960, gi|530742713, respectively), appear to have been
acquired though horizontal gene transfer (HGT) from bacteria.

In the bacterial a2GRS, different clades exhibit varied levels of
conservation of metal-chelating residues at the zinc knuckles. For
example 75% of Actinobacteria, 50% of Firmicutes, 50% of Teneri-
cutes and most of the Proteobacteria, Spirochaetes and Chloroflexi
sequences retrieved by the JackHMMER search, possess four zinc-
chelating cysteines, whereas most members of the Bacteroidetes,
Chlorobi, Verrucomicrobia, Deinococcus-Thermus and Plancto-
mycetes clades have lost one or more of the zinc-chelating cys-
teines. Previous reports have suggested the absence of ID1 from
some archaeal species such as Thermoplasma volcanium and Ther-
moplasma acidophilum and from proteobacteria (Shiba, 2005;
Wolf and Koonin, 2001). However, our sequence analysis reveals
the presence of ID1 in all archaeal species and in some a-, c- and
d-proteobacterial lineages, most of which have all four
metal-chelating cysteines in the ID1.



Fig.3. Structure-based multiple sequence alignment of representative sequences of a2GRS ID1. Gene identification (gi) number/PDBid, organism name abbreviation, the first
and the last residue numbers of the regions depicted in the alignment are indicated for each sequence. The secondary structural elements of the zinc ribbon are indicated
above the alignment. Long insertions are not shown and the numbers of omitted residues are represented by numbers boxed in violet. Potential metal-binding ligands are
boxed in black and non-metal-binding residues at the same position are boxed in red. Secondary zinc binding sites are boxed in blue. Uncharged residues (all aminoacids
except Asp, Glu, Lys and Arg) in mostly hydrophobic sites are highlighted yellow and conserved aromatic residues are highlighted cyan. The conserved residues involved in
interaction with Ap4A are indicated by an asterisk sign (*). Gi’s and organism name of protein sequences from archaea, bacteria and eukaryotes are colored in red, black and
green respectively. The organism abbreviations are: Ob – Oceanospirillales bacterium SCGC AAA298-N10, Sb – SAR86 cluster bacterium SAR86B, Mb – Microgenomates
bacterium SCGC AAA040-P11, Mi – Microgenomates bacterium SCGC AAA011-J08, Tp – Treponema pallidum subsp. pallidum str. Chicago, Sa – Spirochaeta africana DSM 8902, Bb
– Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus HD100, Me – Methylacidiphilum infernorum V4, Ub – uncultured bacterium, Mg – Mycoplasma genitalium G37, Cp – Corynebacterium
pyruviciproducens, Cd – candidate division YNPFFA, Tv – Thermoplasma volcanium GSS1, Mj – Methanocaldococcus jannaschii DSM 2661, Mo – Methanothermococcus
okinawensis IH1, Ta – Thermosphaera aggregans DSM 11486, Cs – Cenarchaeum symbiosum A, My – Mycoplasma arthritidis 158L3-1, Fs – Fibrobacter succinogenes subsp.
succinogenes S85, Ht – Halorhabdus tiamatea SARL4B, Ca – Candidatus Micrarchaeum acidiphilum ARMAN-2, Nc – Nosema ceranae BRL01, Dp – Desulfobacter postgatei,
Pm – Perkinsus marinus ATCC 50983, Ns – Nematocida sp. 1 ERTm2, Mr – Melioribacter roseus P3M-2, Hs – Homo sapiens, Tt – Thermus thermophilus, Sr – Salinibacter ruber DSM
13855, To – Thermus oshimai, Pa – Blattabacterium sp. (Periplaneta americana) str. BPLAN, Pp – Plesiocystis pacifica, Cy – Cyanidioschyzon merolae strain 10D,
Ma – Marinimicrobia bacterium JGI 0000039-D08, Cm – Cordyceps militaris CM01, Ia – Ignavibacterium album JCM 16511, Py – Plasmodium yoelii 17X, Cb – candidate
division SR1 bacterium RAAC1_SR1_1, Pt – Phaeodactylum tricornutum CCAP 1055/1, Cf – Chthoniobacter flavus, Nv – Nematostella vectensis, Sc – Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Pl – Planctomyces maris, Th – Theileria parva strain Muguga, Ce – Candidatus Entotheonella sp. TSY1, Pf – Plasmodium falciparum Palo Alto/Uganda.
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The region in between the two zinc-binding half-sites is poorly
conserved, both in terms of identity of aminoacid residues and its
length, which leads to the large variations seen in full-length ID1s
across different species, even among close homologs. The ID1 in
the structurally characterized a2GRS (PDB identifier 2ZT5_A) has
an all-helical insertion in between the two zinc-binding half sites.
However, the corresponding region in other a2GRS might not have
identical tertiary structure. For example, we predict that the region
between the two zinc knuckles of ID1 of Marinimicrobia bacterium
JGI 0000039-D08 (see gi|551209631 in Fig. 3) is likely to contain a
second zinc ribbon domain, probably related by duplication to the
zinc ribbon of ID1. a2GRS1 from S. cerevisiae, which has a much
longer sequence stretch between the two zinc-binding half sites,
has also been proposed to have additional b-pleated regions within
the ID1 (Wu et al., 2013). The inserted regions within the zinc rib-
bon would likely help enhance the functions of ID1 and/or perform
additional functions in an organism specific manner. For example,
the helical region in the ID1 of human and T. thermophilus has been
suggested to assist in tRNA interaction through its positively
charged aminoacids (Cader et al., 2007; Logan et al., 1995). Similar-
ly in S. cerevisiae, the additional b-pleated region within the ID1 of
a2GRS1 possesses a lysine rich K-motif (see gi|536402 in Fig. 3)
which is suggested to play a role in catalysis and binding to
cognate-tRNA (Wu et al., 2013). Asp193 from the a-helical region
of human a2GRS ID1 has been shown to form a hydrogen bond
with the adenosine base of the second ATP during Ap4A synthesis
(Guo et al., 2009).

Ap4A synthesis by a2GRS, in contrast to a similar process medi-
ated by other aaRSs, does not require the presence of cognate ami-
noacid, resulting in a direct condensation of two ATP molecules
(Guo et al., 2009). This exclusive feature of a2GRS has been pro-
posed to have implications in homoeostasis of Ap4A (Guo et al.,
2009). ID1 assists this process by contributing to the formation
of a unique binding pocket for a second substrate ATP molecule,
that condenses with an ATP molecule bound at its typical class II
aaRS active site (Guo et al., 2009). Side chains of Asp146 and
Arg159 from the zinc ribbon of human ID1 specifically interact
with the fourth phosphate moiety of Ap4A (Guo et al., 2009). These
two aminoacids are suggested to be strictly conserved in all a2GRS,
which indicates that Ap4A synthesis may also be a conserved
function of all a2GRS (Guo et al., 2009). However, MSA of ID1
(Fig. 3) reveals that in some organisms such as Blattabacterium



Fig.4. Zinc ribbons interacting with Ap4A. (A) Zinc ribbon from lid domain of AK
(PDB identifier 2C9Y_A). (B) Zinc ribbon from ID1 of a2GRS (PDB identifier 2ZT5_A).
Coloring scheme follows that used for Fig. 1. Ap4A ligand is shown in stick
representation and colored in black. The side chains of the conserved residues
proposed to be involved in interactions with phosphate groups of Ap4A are shown
in stick representation and labeled.
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sp. (Periplaneta americana) str. BPLAN and Microgenomates bacteri-
um SCGC AAA040-P11, substitutions of these two aminoacids may
occur. Although most of the substitutions are conservative in nat-
ure with chemically similar aminoacids making the replacements
(see gi_519100839, gi_261749646 in Fig. 3), some ID1 sequences
with non-conservative aminoacid substitutions were also observed
in our analysis (for example, gi_261749646 in Fig. 3, which has Ser
in place of Arg). Further, the Ap4A synthesis by human a2GRS has
been shown to be inhibited by the presence of zinc ions, contrary
to effects seen on the two most efficient Ap4A producers, LysRS
and PheRS (Goerlich et al., 1982; Guo et al., 2009). This is intriguing
as ID1s in organisms with four zinc-chelating cysteines would
actually bind zinc with a structural consequence. Thus, it remains
to be seen how zinc would actually regulate ApnA production by
a2GRS in those organisms.

Of all the identified mutations in the gene coding for a2GRS,
GARS, which have been previously identified to cause neuromuscu-
lar disorders such as CMT-2D and dHMN-V (Antonellis et al., 2003;
Griffin et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2012; Motley et al., 2010; Yao and
Fox, 2013), three are located in the conserved zinc ribbon region
of ID1 (Achilli et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2014). Of
the three disease-related mutations identified in ID1, Asp200 of
human a2GRS (equivalent to Asp146 in PDB identifier 2ZT5) is
mutated to Asn in some diseased patients (Lee et al., 2012).
Asp146, as discussed above, is also involved in Ap4A synthesis
and is highly conserved in all but one a2GRS homologs identified
in our study, namely that in an uncultured bacterium
(gi_406914003) which has a natural D200N mutation. The connec-
tion of Asp146 to both disease and Ap4A synthesis strongly sup-
ports a probable underlying relation between CMT-mutations in
a2GRS and Ap4A synthesis and homeostasis by a2GRS. The other
two CMT-associated mutations on the ID1 region, human S265F
(Lee et al., 2012) and mice C201R (Achilli et al., 2009) (equivalent
to Ser211 and Cys157 in PDB identifier 2ZT5, respectively) are
not conserved among homologous a2GRS. Also, ID1 is partially cov-
ered by one of the eight hotspot regions that undergo significant
structural conformational change due to the GARS mutations and
have been suggested to mediate neomorphic disease-associated
pathological interactions (He et al., 2011).

Further, in order to analyze the mode of Ap4A binding in differ-
ent zinc-finger proteins, a PDB scan was done to retrieve structures
that had a bound Ap4A molecule as a ligand. All these structures
were visualized in PyMOL to compare the Ap4A binding. In one
of the structures, viz. that of adenylate kinase (AK), an Ap4A mole-
cule was present as an inhibitor at the active site (PDB identifier
2C9Y_A). AK are studied as models for protein conformational
changes and domain movement exhibited by its lid domain which
also, like the ID1, adopts a rubredoxin-like zinc ribbon fold
(Hayward, 2004; Krishna et al., 2003). The zinc ribbon of the lid
domain has two conserved arginine residues at its hinge region
that mediate electrostatic interactions with the phosphate groups
of the substrate ATP molecule, thus orienting it properly in the
active site (Berry and Phillips, 1998; Gerstein et al., 1993;
Mukhopadhyay et al., 2011) (Fig. 4). Although the mode of interac-
tion with Ap4A is different in the ID1 of a2GRS and the lid domain
of AK, none-the-less they exemplify the flexibility exhibited by the
appended zinc ribbon domains which assists in the overall function
of the respective proteins. ID1 interacts with the second adenine
base of the Ap4A molecule and the phosphate adjacent to it via a
single residue from the non-conserved helical insertion and two
residues from the base of the N-terminal b-hairpin, respectively
(Guo et al., 2009) (Fig. 4). The lid domain of AK interacts with
the adenine base and the phosphate group of the Ap4A molecule
via a relatively extensive surface in contrast to ID1, involving resi-
dues from the second b-strand of the N-terminal b-hairpin, the
loop joining the N-terminal b-hairpin to the C-terminal b-hairpin
and a single Arg residue from the additional C-terminal b-strand
(Fig. 4). The interaction of the zinc ribbon with Ap4A of these
two proteins effectively illustrates how the same ligand and
domain pair could interact in very different ways.

The full length ID1 (PDB identifier 2ZT5_A) does not find sig-
nificant sequence similarity to any other protein domains other
than a2GRS in sequence similarity searches initiated using tools
such as FFAS (Jaroszewski et al., 2005), HMMER (Finn et al.,
2011) and PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997), performed against
the PDB and/or NR databases. An HHpred search (Soding et al.,
2005), however, could relate ID1 to an uncharacterized protein
PF0385 from Pyrococcus furiosus (PDB identifier 2K5C_A) with an
E-value = 0.0042 and sequence identity of 19%. The structure of
PF0385 consists of a zinc ribbon domain with three helices inserted
in between the zinc-binding half-sites of the zinc ribbon domain,
similar to the tertiary structure of ID1 of human a2GRS. We were
able to manually superimpose (see Section 2 for details) the struc-
ture of PF0385 (PDB identifier 2K5C_A, total 95 residue) over the
human ID1 (PDB identifier 2ZT5_A, total 85 residues) with an
RMSD of 2.0 Å over 29 structurally-equivalent backbone Ca atoms,
most of which are from the core of the zinc ribbon. The structural
alignment can be further extended to include residues from the a-
helical insertion, with an RMSD of 3.43 Å over 55 backbone Ca
atoms. PF0385 has a zinc-ion bound in its structure, and its zinc-
chelating half-sites superimpose very well with the zinc knuckles
of ID1. The sequential positions of the cysteines that coordinate
the zinc ion in PF0385 recapitulate the arrangement of cysteine
pairs found in a2GRS homologs. PF0385 had been previously used
as a CASP8 target (CASP identifier T0476) and interestingly, the
template for this protein was the ID1 from human a2GRS (PDB
identifier 2Q5H_A) (Ben-David et al., 2009), providing additional
support for a zinc ribbon origin of ID1. We also performed a CD
search with ID1 sequences clustered at 80% sequence identity, to
infer homology of the inserted regions in between the zinc-binding
sites of ID1 with any known protein domains in the CDD
(Marchler-Bauer et al., 2011). The CD search revealed matches of
the full length ID1 sequences only to regions annotated to be pre-
sent in the GRS catalytic domain. The insertions in between the
two zinc-binding half-sites could not be linked to any other CDs
but the zinc ribbon region of some ID1 sequences could find
matches to several other zinc ribbon domains. This correlates with
our sequence analysis based results that the conserved core of ID1
comprises of only a zinc ribbon fold and the insertions in between
the two zinc-binding half-sites do not form a part of any other
evolutionarily conserved domain.
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4. Conclusion

Our analysis reveals a zinc ribbon origin for the ID1 of a2GRS.
This zinc finger domain forms the structural core of ID1 with vari-
able-sized non-conserved insertions in between the two zinc-bind-
ing half sites. The inserted regions in the zinc ribbon likely provide
accessory functions and do not affect the stability or expression of
the enzyme as observed previously for yeast GRS (Wu et al., 2013),
although ID1 as a whole is required for the various functions per-
formed by the enzyme (Qin et al., 2014). ID1 from archaea possess
cysteines at the zinc knuckles which would be capable of metal-
chelation, but the zinc-chelating cysteines are mostly absent in
eukaryotes. Bacterial species show an uneven pattern of the con-
servation of metal-chelating residues across different lineages.
Some eukaryotes from the Stramenopiles lineage appear to have
acquired additional a2GRS via an HGT from bacteria. The zinc rib-
bon domains in different proteins have been shown to interact
with DNA, RNA, proteins and other small molecules (Krishna
et al., 2003; Krishna et al., 2010). Two conserved residues from
the zinc ribbon of ID1 play an important role in binding the phos-
phate group of the second ATP molecule during Ap4A synthesis
(Guo et al., 2009) and interestingly, one of them (human Asp146)
is also mutated in dHMN-V (Lee et al., 2012) suggesting a possible
link between Ap4A regulation and hereditary motor neuropathies.
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